Learned representations illustrated for speech and natural sounds. FastICA training is first done on patches of 80ms x 32 cochlear channels of the envelopes coming from a 128 channels cochleagram (Level L0). Then, patches of 160ms x 64 cochlear channels are created at level L1 with a concatenation through time and space of the learned L0 features. FastICA is then performed on these larger patches to generate the new L1 representations. The same procedure is repeated for level L2.
assembly -with the use of a computer simulationwhose layers increase the feature independence during training, to represent auditory object parts. It is observed that learned features are organized into nonoverlapping maps (Figure 1 ) and that redundancy of the representation is in fact reduced. Learning was done on three categories of sounds having distinct acoustical statistics: speech, music and natural sounds. We observed that the learned feature maps are very different from one sound category to another and might be, to some extend, comparable to receptive fields measured in the brain. We discuss of their potential similarity with receptive fields measured in the Inferior Colliculus of the Guinea Pig and how they might be part of a representation of auditory objects in the brain.
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